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ECONOMIC APPROACHES TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY,

LITIGATION, AND MANAGEMENT

commercial success could in principle

be defined by a single criterion: Does the patented invention earn a pos—
rn (risk—adjusted) on invested capital after accounting for all

ng and commercializing the patent

From an economic perspective,

itive net retu

relevant costs associated with developi
as well as any alternatives available to t

protect the human and financial investmen
ses. This investment, however, IS only beneficial,

if consumers are willing to purchase an embod—

iment of the invention at such a price as to fully compensate the inventor
for all costs incurred in bringing the product to market.Z Put simply,
patents are not needed to protect inventors from making poor invest—

ucts, services, or proces

from a social perspective,

ment decisions.

The courts’ use 0f the previously mentioned factors is not necessarily
in conflict with this definition, and many—perhaps most~previous deci—

made by courts are likely to have been consistent with it. Given the
it is entirely reasonable that an analysis of

der and place significant weight on the
ket share or revenue growth. However,

under certain circumstances, rapid sales growth and gains in market share
will not necessarily reflect a profitable underlying invention. Moreover,
calculating the proper measure of profitability can be a complicated task
and should be considered in an appropriate context—for example, relative

or alternative. Consequently, it is our opin—
deeply into the economic characteristics

f the commercial

sions

limitations on available data,

commercial success should consi
traditional measures such as mar

to an appropriate benchmark
ion that courts should look more

of the product before arriving at a determination 0
success of the patent.

A Summary of the Case Law

In Graham v. John Deere Co., the semina
cess as a relevant secondary consideration in a determination of patentvalidity, the Supreme Court of the United States cited an article in the l
University of Pennsylvania Law Review that focused on the consumer per-

spective for evaluating the commercial success of a patent. The article ‘stated that “[t]he operative facts...are the actions of buyers rather than
those of producers.”3 Case law since Graham has generally followed this
/
2 One could imagine that, for reasons of public policy, a patented invention related to

health care could be sold at an artificially low price, or even given away, but such a
strategy would not reduce the true value of the invention.

3 Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1 (1966); and Richard L. Robbins, “Subtests of
‘Nonobviousness,’” University of Pennsylvania Law Review 112 (1963—1964): 1175.
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ECONOMIC APPROACHES TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY,

LITIGATION, AND MANAGEMENT

in the product life cycle. The Manual ofPatent Examining Procedure, pub—
lished by the United States Patent and Trademark Office, identifies this
nexus between the success of the product and the patent itself as a key
component of a nonobviousness claim: '

An applicant who is asserting commercial success to support its
contention of nonobviousness bears the burden of proof of estab-
lishing a nexus between the claimed invention and evidence of
commercial success.7

Courts have recognized some of these possibilities and have generally
required a showing that any commercial success be directly linked to
demand for the patented feature rather than any other factors.

Consequently, for any data on sales or market share to be relevant, one
must be able to demonstrate that whatever demand for the product
exists, it is due, at least in part, to the patent, not some other features or
actions by the seller.8 A simple thought experiment can shed light on the
concept of a nexus. Suppose the patented invention were made unavail—
able and removed from the product. Could the seller attain the same level
of commercial success? Or, from an economic perspective, what is the dif—
ference in net profits that would accrue to the patent holder if the
patented invention were removed from the product?

Despite the courts’ tendency to view commercial success from only
the consumers’ perspective, a few decisions have recognized profitability
as a factor that might be considered along with other objective economic
evidence. For example, in Cable Electric Products Inc. v. Genmork Inc., the
court stated:

Without further economic evidence, for example, it would be
improper to infer that the reported sales represent a substantial
share of any definable market or whether the profitability per unit
is anything out of the ordinary in the industry involved.9

Discussions of profitability or other “supply-side” considerations have
been included in assessments of commercial success in only a few other

7 United States Patent and Trademark Office, Manual ofPatent Examining Procedure,
February 2.003 revision, § 716.03. See also Demaco, 351 F..zd 1387.

8 Altimugh the courts have consistently recognized that the issue of a nexus is critical
in a detemfination of commercial success, in many cases they have found that the
existence of a significant advertising budget does not in itself rebut the presumption
that the commercial success of the product at issue must be due to the patented
invention. For example, see Merck and Co. v. Danbury Pharmacal Inc., 694 F.Supp. 1, 21
(D. Del. 1988); and Hybritech, 802 F.2d 1367.

9 Cable, 770 F.2d 1015.
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